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Finding a bed frame for you isn’t an easy task, we understand! You need to consider various
crucial factors such as the size, colour, material and bed frame style that can overwhelm
you! There are different types of bed frames available in multiple sizes. So, the most
important of all is the size because no matter how luxurious your bed and mattress maybe,
what if they’re too small for you to sleep comfortably. Perhaps, you have a bed that’s so
large and takes up the entire room and a new bed can become a reason of frustration rather
than relaxation
If you’re not sure of the difference between a king, queen or a double bed frame, then let’s
understand through this guide and get the idea of the size you need.

Size of your bedroom
First, think about how much space you have in your bedroom. You might have a desire for a
king bed frame but if your living space becomes cramped and you get no space for your
wardrobe, other bedroom furniture or no space to move around. Then it may be a great
sacrifice.

What bed size is right?
Bed size measurements usually refer to the mattress size, which requires to fit comfortably
inside the bed frame you choose. To make sure you get a perfect fit, buy your mattress and
bed frame together.
While choosing a bed frame, you need to think about your sleeping style and anyone that
you share your bed with.

Standard bed sizes in Australia
Mattress size Dimensions (cm)
Single 92*188cm
King single 107*204cm
Double (full bed) 133*188cm
Queen 153*204cm
King 183*204c
Sizes can vary between manufacturers.
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Single bed

A single bed can be ideal for a kids bedroom or solo sleepers, offering enough space for
older children, teenagers or small adults. It’s a great space-saving option in a small studio
apartment. However, it isn’t ideal for taller or larger sleepers.

King Single Beds
A king single bed offers slightly more length and width when compared to a single bed.
It’s adequate for a taller adult with some extra space but difficult for larger sleepers, but
larger sleepers and couples will find it hard to squeeze in.

Double bed
A double bed is appropriate for couples who like to sleep closer, those sleeping with their
pet or a single person wanting more space than a single bed. Though it may not be long
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enough for tall people. Couples may not find it suitable due to its limited space.

Queen bed
Commonly used, Aussie couples prefer using it as a queen bed frame offers ample space
for two people or those sharing their bed with a large pet. It’s an excellent option for a
single person who is too tall for a double bed.

King bed

People who spread out and sleep or two large adults and a child or a large pet find it
suitable for them. A king bed also helps minimize the sleep disturbances when your partner
moves around.
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Different types of bed frames
Bed frames come in wide-ranging styles that suit every bedroom decor. But, there is more
than just appearance to think when deciding on which bed frame is right for you.
A bed frame is also the base of your mattress and not all mattresses are compatible with
every type of bed frame. Buying your bed frame and mattress together will ensure you have
the right match wherein some bed frames can also accommodate mattresses of different
thicknesses if adjustable.
Revamp your bedroom with stunningly modern frames in materials such as metal, oak,
linen, fabric, PU leather and solid wood. You’ll also discover poster bed frames and gas-lift
bed frames to meet your bedding storage requirements. Wake up feeling fresh and
recharged every morning and say goodbye to aches and sores in your body due to your old
bed frame!
Shopystore has an exquisite variety of bed frames that can offer pure comfort with an
elegant look. We source the premium quality frames from the reputed bedding brands such
as Artiss, Palermo, Mondeo and Alice in Australia. At Shopystore, we ensure you have a
joyous and smart shopping experience at our online store. Using Buy Now, Pay Later
payment service, you can buy your favourite cheap bed frames now and pay for it later on.
Select your payment method from Afterpay, Zip pay, Humm, LayBuy and LatitudePay. You
can pay the instalments in easy slices without any interest at your convenience. Relax as
we’ll deliver your order at your given address across most of the parts in Australia.
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